






































































































































































































































































































































































The Modern Significance of Chinese Aesthetics and Its Reconstruction
Yang Chunshi
Abstract: Chinese aesthetics has both pre-modern and modern meaning. Its pre-modern meaning is embodied in the savagery of the unity of 
heaven and man, non-transcendent worldliness and the weakness of logical system. This classical theory cannot completely adapt to the aesthetic 
practice of modern society. Meanwhile, Chinese aesthetics has the modern meaning, which conserves the reasonable cores of thought such as inter-
subjectivity, phenomenological methods of intuition and comprehension, affective aesthetics, somaesthetics, and life aesthetics, etc. If its savagery 
is removed, Chinese aesthetics can have a dialogue with modern aesthetics, and hence become the thought resource of Chinese modern aesthetics.
The Theoretical Differences of Contemporary Literary Politics Between China and the West
Fan Yongkang
Abstract: Literary Politics has become a hot academic question in Chinese and Western literary criticism. There are four aspects of 
differences that signify the confluent rather than identical points of view in Chinese and western literary politics. In historical development, literary 
politics of the West develops from depoliticizing to politicizing, while Chinese literary politics follows a process from politicizing to depoliticizing 
and then to re-politicizing. As for the philosophical base, Chinese literary politics is constructed on Marxism instead of post-Marxism which is the 
base of the western literary politics. The third difference lies in the political meaning with a demarcation between macro-politics and micro-politics 
for Chinese and western literary politics. The last difference is in literary concepts with Chinese literary politics in favor of aestheticization while 
the West in favor of de-aestheticization. It is obvious from the differences analysis that Chinese literary politics has evolved along a complete logic 
and thus seems more reasonable. Therefore, it is necessary to construct and perfect a literary politics with Chinese characteristics, conforming to 
principles of aesthetic preference, people-first and value-regulation.
Obscurity of Scientism: Reread Literary Psychology by Jin Kaicheng
Zhao Yanling, Liu Fengjie
Abstract: In the early period of 1980s, Jin Kaicheng begins the reconstruction of literary psychology by adopting Scientism, a research 
method quite different from others. A further study on him would reveal that his Scientism stems from Cao Richang’s General Psychology, trying 
to revise and defend the theory of literary reflection. Since the theory of literary reflection has a specific political connotation, Jin Kaicheng’s 
Scientism cannot actually figure out the essence of literature, meanwhile reflecting psychological symptoms under the severe political stress.
Tools and Methods in the Perspective of Media Ecology
Lance Strate (Trans. by Hu Julan)
Abstract: Just as our ancestors hunted, gathered and processed their foods with stone, we use digital tools to hunt and gather alphanumeric 
data, and also process words, numbers, images, and sounds. Cut, Copy, and Paste are the typical tools used in human life, and in the perspective 
of media ecology, they are ingenious methods to deal with environment, and simultaneously stimulate practice, creating new-type aesthetics 
associated with abstract pasteup, montage, and the postmodern pastiche. Those inconspicuous but ubiquitous tools usually constitute the deep 
structure of human culture. From stone knives to oral literature, then to written work, and up to digital editing, we use tools to modify and 
manipulate environments, and the new environments in turn create and affect human development. In such a sense, Cut, Copy, and Paste far 
surpass the screen, mice and keyboards of computers. And all those tools mean much to biotechnology, image politics, and postmodern art, 
literature, music, etc. All in all, Cut, Copy, and Paste are significant for our future. That is why we should comprehend the tools that will decide the 
way human develops.
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